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habit: to see him, for instance, turning himself on the
stage against Arden's background as he answers Corin's
question, * And how like you this shepherd's life, Master
Touchstone?*
Truly, shepherd, in respect of itself, it is a good life [Here
turning so that one side of him itself presents green upon
green] $ but in respect that it is a shepherd's life, it is naught
[Here opposing the scarlet side> and so on throughout the
speech].
The virtues we must stress are Touchstone's loyalty
and complete honesty. For the loyalty, he follows to the
forest with just so much unquestioning unsolicited
loyalty as the Fool in King Lear shows to his lord and
master. It seems to us, examined, almost as beautiful,
and it gets almost as little thanks. But it has, with one as
with the other, performed its service. And in As You
Like It as in Lear this part of the Fool is to help insanity
->r sentimentality back to sense: to be the 'touch-stone,*
fie test of normal, all the more effective for being pre*
i ented in jest, under motley. *Lord! what fools these
mortals beP Our Touchstone, transformed from a
, roynish down' into a mundane philosopher from the
moment he reaches the forest, knows what he knows and
why he must 'mate with Audrey. He gives us his
reasons none too delicately: but we have proved his
character, his tenacity in faith, and his grossest reasons
(Jiey are not so gross,'after all) help marvellously to
un-sentimentalise a play which might easily have lost
itself in sentiment, to recall its waywardness, to give it
to us for the thing it is, so bewitching and yet so forth*
right, so honesty so salutary,
VI
In the faithful love of Celia for Rosalind (we think)
it has not been noted, or not sufficiently noted, that
Shakespeare had, for his age, a curiously deep under-
standing of sisterly love and loyalty to troth. Troth

